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Editorial
Dear members, honorary members and alumni,
Dear friends and supporters,
For the second year in a row, the corona pandemic has determined almost the entire
life of our society, but it was necessary to learn how to deal with it to continue to be
successful.
While BUBBLE 2 was able to launch successfully in June, ROACH 2 and the fourth
CanSat challenge have suffered severe setbacks and are still waiting for a launch
opportunity. SOURCE continues unhindered on its way towards orbit for 2023 and is
now under construction. Unfortunately, MICU was only short-lived, but FerrAS was
able to create a little brother FARGO and will possibly launch in a double version: on
a REXUS rocket in the 14th cycle, and it will be installed on the ISS as successor to
PAPELL. A new CanSat challenge has also been launched.
The outreach of our association is growing, and our membership numbers are rising
rapidly, which is also reflected in our manpower.

If you would like to make a present for Christmas to our society, we would be
pleased about a donation and would like to refer you to our PayPal account or our
account.
https://www.paypal.com/donate?hosted_button_id=YPR8DEJUPUG7N
Depositor KSat e.V.
IBAN: DE44 6009 0100 0406 8300 02
A donation receipt can, of course, be issued upon request.
Enjoy reading, and we wish you a delightful Christmas season

Natascha Bonidis, Maximilian Schneider and Mario Spahr
Board KSat e.V.

KSat news
New, highly interesting projects attract motivated new students, which increases our
number of members to around 130. Networking with other space associations
throughout Germany is now also bearing fruit, and an umbrella association of
student space groups will be established in the coming weeks. Contact with
European student groups is also being expanded.
This year too, conferences and fairs were challenging to attend, but we were able to
exhibit a SOURCE model sponsored by the Christian Bürkert Stiftung at the Expo in
Dubai. Other conferences could be attended online or even partially on-site.
We saved a long time, and now our workshop has received further upgrades in the
form of workbenches, shelves and a small board milling machine. These are now
joining our high-quality electronics corner and the 3D printers. After years of effort,
we are now able to produce our prototypes and models to a large extent ourselves.
We would like to thank the University of Stuttgart for its generous financial support.
Despite a second challenging year in a row, we would like to continue to thank our
loyal sponsors for their unwavering support; without their help, we would never
have gotten as far as we are now. We are also looking forward to a great
collaboration with our new sponsors and supporters and would like to thank them
for their trust.
We would also like to thank the IRS, the IFB and the University for their support,
which enabled us to use our premises to realize our projects despite the limitations.

Missions 2021
An overview of our progress

SOURCE
Under the name SOURCE (Stuttgart Operated University Research Cubesat for
Evaluation and Education), we are bringing together the idea of building a small
satellite on which a variety of experiments can be carried out. In its fourth year, most
components are ready for testing – and the Critical Design Review (CDR) has also
been passed successfully.
Last year we celebrated our admission to the "Fly Your Satellite!" programme of the
ESA Education Office. The communication is now well established and continuously
contributes to improving our documentation and plans. After testing the planned SBand antennas last year, we had to change them – and due to the delay, we had to
explain our changes in a Delta CDR. We passed it in July and are now in phase D1.
Phase D1 of the Fly-Your-Satellite-Programme is intended for component integration
and testing, which we can now perform on-site in the Institute of Space Systems
cleanroom. The flat-sat, a flat test setup of all satellite components on one table and
suitable ground support equipment, is being shaped and supplemented by newly
finished components.
As the pandemic continues to limit daily work on the ground, all meetings, review
meetings, and work will continue to occur online. The so-called "key qualification"
lecture (SQ) "Internship CubeSat Technology" enables us to continuously grow to 100
actively collaborating students. With the SQ, students of all disciplines can receive 3
ECTS credits for their active participation in SOURCE. The two-person leadership of
each subsystem team has proven its worth, facilitates communication between the
different groups and is of great benefit to the renewal and growth of the team; this
allows subsystem leaders to take on more technical tasks rather than just
organizational ones.
In the second quarter of 2022, the satellite will be integrated, followed by an
extensive test campaign, partly in Stuttgart and partly at ESA's ESEC site in Belgium
– but also with GSOC, DLR´s German Satellite Operations Center, which has officially
confirmed its support with
ground stations for the Launch
and Early Operation Phase
(LEOP). Frequent contact with the
satellite is particularly useful to
constantly monitor its behaviour
during the first few days. During
this phase, the first hours of
operation of the satellite in space
and the first communication via
the

SOURCE
the ground station will occur. For this reason, plans are now being made on how
students can train to become an operator for SOURCE and how the training will be
realized. Furthermore, to be prepared for all eventualities, we are working on an
operating manual for our satellite.
The funding for the University of Stuttgart's "School for Talents" started this year.
This funding is accomplished by the University flat rate – SOURCE will receive
€40,000 for travel, outreach, conferences, and equipment over a two-year period.

BUBBLE
BUBBLE (BUoyancy Balloon Bus Lifted Experiments) is an altitude research balloon
program with the aim of transporting various payloads (including external ones) to a
research altitude of up to 35 km. The balloon program, first launched in 2018, is now
in its third cycle. BUBBLE provides a bus system that includes transport and power
supply as well as communication. BUBBLE also organizes the setup, the launch, and
the tracking and subsequent recovery of the balloon and the gondola.
After a delay of more than a year, BUBBLE 2 was able to launch on 17th June 2021.
The payload of this flight was once again the sky brightness sensor of the ESBO DS
team of the IRS (Institute for Space Systems of the University of Stuttgart), whose
task was to measure the brightness at different heights and the solar separation
angle. Other payloads were a LoRa and an iridium module for communication tests.
Due to a software error, however, both systems were only able to exchange data to
a limited extent. The entire flight was filmed by a GoPro from the gondola. After a
flight of about three hours, the gondola was recovered in the afternoon on a field
north of Karlsruhe.
Meanwhile, the BUBBLE team is already working
on BUBBLE 3, which is scheduled to be launched
next spring. BUBBLE 3 completely redesigns the
gondola to a shelving system for variable
adaptation options. A new PCDU (Power Control
and Distribution Unit) is also being developed to
power up to four payloads. Planned payloads are
perovskite solar cells of the ipv (Institute for
Photovoltaics of the University of Stuttgart),
temperature sensors from the IRS, a 360° camera
that replaces the GoPro and the iridium module,
which will fly again.

ROACH 2
ROACH2 is our second attempt, after ROACH, to build a rover that can drive on
surfaces with the help of electrostatic adhesion in zero gravity. With this experiment,
we want to show that this technology is suitable for the demanding environment of
weightlessness and vacuum.
The REXUS/BEXUS program allows students from Europe to conduct scientific and
technological experiments on sounding rockets and balloons. Each year, two rockets
and balloons are launched with up to 20 student experiments. The REXUS
experiments will be launched on an unguided, rotationally stabilized solid rocket
with an Orion engine and fuel weighing 290 kg. The rocket can carry up to 40
kilograms of experiments to an altitude of 90 km.
Our experiment consists of two components incorporated into a rocket of the REXUS
program. The first component is our autonomous rover with electrodynamic pads.
The second component is an obstacle course that our rover is supposed to
overcome. In addition, some sensors and cameras are installed to better evaluate
the experiment afterwards. The launch was initially planned for March 2020 but was
postponed several times due to the coronal situation. In addition, relevant launch
facilities and buildings at the Esrange Space Center were damaged by a fire in
August this year, which is why the launch will probably not take place until autumn
2022.
The waiting time was used to improve significantly the effectiveness of our adhesion
pads, which was made possible by flexible PCBs of our sponsor Beta Layout. We
would also like to thank the Institute of Space Systems for their help and access to
test facilities such as the thermal and vacuum chamber, as well as the
REXUS/BEXUS organizers. Together with DLR, SNSA and ESA, they continue to
implement our project. Thank you for your support!

CanSat challenge
For the first time, two CanSat cycles simultaneously are taking place. The completed
CanSats of the fourth cycle, which have been delayed by the Corona pandemic, are
waiting for the CanSats of the fifth cycle to be ready to launch with them.
The CanSat challenge offers newcomers and KSat beginners the opportunity to learn
the basics of mechanical design, electronics, programming and project management.
A system has to be developed to fulfil a given task, such as reaching the ground as
quickly as possible and landing upright. The CanSat must not be larger than a
beverage can. The fourth cycle had to face up to these challenges. The new
participants of the challenge, which started in November of this year, must face the
task of ejecting a payload at a predefined drop height. This prepares the newcomers
to our other, more complicated projects, as they have to go through the typical
phases of a space project, including all reviews, in addition to the technical
challenges.
For the first time in this challenge, a team from KSat will compete against a team of
our friends from WüSpace from Würzburg. The task has been set, the teams have
been formed, and the idea is in place. The first review is held soon, and the
experiments are planned to launch in spring.
We are looking forward to reporting on the teams' successes and experiences in the
following annual report.

MICU
In 2018, KSat conquered the ISS with PAPELL, in 2019, the atmosphere with BUBBLE
and will soon even reach orbit with SOURCE. With the MICU project, we wanted to
rediscover new horizons and set our sights on the next bigger target: the Moon. In
April 2020, NASA published the "Honey, I shrunk the payload" challenge for a
payload on a mini rover that was scheduled to operate on the Moon as part of the
Artemis mission. The competition focused on the discovery and determination of
lunar resources. Since the operation was carried out on a rover with a small design,
the payload had to be as small and light as possible. Only a volume of half a litre was
available, with a total mass of just 400 g.
In spring 2020, two KSat alumni developed a concept to meet these requirements.
This involved detecting minerals in the lunar surface with the help of UV light. For
this purpose, certain molecular compounds could be stimulated to fluorescence with
specific wavelengths in the UV range, each reflecting an individual wavelength
signature. This would then be detected with a camera and processed internally to
determine the stimulated substances. The experiment aimed to create a "mineral
map" in the movement area of the rover.
After the selection of 14 teams (including MICU) from 169 applicants, the next phase
was to develop the concept into a real payload design for the next selection round.
This was about the chance to fly to the Moon in 2024 as part of the Artemis mission.
After a few months of work, we finished the first detailed concept and submitted it to
NASA in early January. In the end, NASA chose four teams among the winners of the
first round to enter the final round. Unfortunately, this is where MICU ended its way
in this competition. But as a student team, we are proud to have held our ground
against companies with experienced staff. There is still passion in the project, so
further research and development of the concept are planned for the coming
months.

FerrAS & FARGO
Both of our two new ferrofluid projects, FerrAS (Ferrofluid Application Studies) and
FARGO (Ferrofluid Application Research Goes Orbital), have been invited to the
respective selection workshops. For FARGO, we were already able to succeed in the
Überflieger2 competition, so that, after PAPELL, we will be able to carry out another
of our experiments on the ISS.
The development of ferrofluid experiments at KSat can look back on a success story
of several years. Ferrofluids are fluids consisting of a carrier liquid, in most cases
an oil, and magnetic particles suspended and coated in it.
In 2018, our experiment PAPELL (Pump Application using Pulsed Electromagnets for
Liquid reLocation) enabled us to perform a pumping technology using ferrofluid on
the ISS through the first Überflieger 1 competition of the DLR. The promising results
of PAPELL have led to the development of the new projects at KSat.
At FARGO, we will test two new switch technologies, an electrical and a thermal
switch and an attitude control system based on a stator design of a brushless DC
motor. As one of 4 projects, we are likely to operate the experiment on the ISS in
late 2022 or early 2023.
For FerrAS, we are still waiting for feedback from the selection workshop from the
organization team of REXUS. If we obtain here also an approval, we would have a
new REXUS experiment, expected to perform its microgravity experiments on a
sounding rocket in spring 2023. The experiment itself is divided into 2 subexperiments: a cylinder pump on a displacement mechanism and another attitude
control system based on a pump system.

Thank you for supporting us!

Further information:
kontakt@ksat-stuttgart.de
www.ksat-stuttgart.de
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